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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Potential improvements in brain dose estimates for internal emitters

Richard W. Leggetta, Sergei Y. Tolmachevb and John D. Boice, Jr.c,d

aOak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA; bU.S. Transuranium and Uranium Registries, College of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical
Sciences, Washington State University, Richland, WA, USA; cNational Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, Bethesda, MD,
USA; dDivision of Epidemiology, Department of Medicine, Vanderbilt Epidemiology Center and Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center, Nashville,
TN, USA

ABSTRACT
Background: Element-specific biokinetic models are used to reconstruct doses to systemic tissues
from internal emitters. Typically, a systemic model for a radionuclide explicitly depicts only its domin-
ant repositories. Remaining tissues and fluids are aggregated into a pool called Other tissue in which
the radionuclide is assumed to be uniformly distributed. In the systemic biokinetic models used in
radiation protection, the brain usually is addressed as an implicit mass fraction of Other tissue rather
than an explicitly depicted repository. Due to increasing interest in radiation effects on the brain,
efforts are underway to improve brain dosimetry for internal radiation sources.
Methods: We assessed potential improvements in brain dosimetry for internal emitters by explicitly
modeling brain kinetics rather than treating the brain as a mass fraction of Other tissue. We selected
10 elements for which brain kinetics can be modeled using published biokinetic data. Injection dose
coefficients were calculated for a relatively long-lived radioisotope of each element using each of two
versions of the ICRP’s latest systemic biokinetic model for the element, the original version and a
modified version differing only in the treatment of brain. If the ICRP model contained an explicit brain
pool, the modified version depicted brain instead as a mass fraction of Other tissue. If the ICRP model
included brain in Other tissue, the modified version included an explicit brain pool with kinetics based
on best available brain-specific data.
Results: The result for a given radionuclide is expressed as a ratio A:B, where A and B are the dose
coefficients based on the versions of the model with and without an explicit brain pool, respectively.
The following ratios A:B were obtained for the 10 radionuclides addressed here: 241Am, 0.13; 207Bi,
0.57; 234U, 0.81; 239Pu, 0.96; 203Hg (vapor), 1.4; 134Cs, 1.5; 54Mn, 1.7; 210Po, 1.7; 226Ra, 1.9; 210Pb, 3.3.
These ratios indicate that a dose estimate for brain based on a biokinetic model with brain implicitly
contained in Other tissue may substantially underestimate or substantially overestimate a dose esti-
mate that reflects best available brain-specific biokinetic data. Of course, the reliability of the latter
estimate depends on the quality of the underlying biokinetic data.
Conclusions: Where feasible, the brain should be depicted explicitly in biokinetic models used in epi-
demiological studies addressing adverse effects of ionizing radiation.
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Introduction

There is an increasing interest in potential adverse effects of
ionizing radiation on the brain. For example, the Million
Person Study (MPS) is evaluating dementia as well as more
specific brain diseases such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and
motor neuron disease as possible adverse outcomes of com-
bined high- and low-LET exposures to brain tissue (Boice
2017; Boice et al. 2018). The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) is evaluating the level of protection
needed against in-flight behavioral and cognitive impair-
ments from galactic cosmic rays (GCRs). NASA is interested in
epidemiological findings on alpha-particle dose to brain as a
limited analogy that might inform their decisions regarding
protection against the high-energy charged particles encoun-
tered in space (NCRP 2016; Boice 2017).

Element-specific biokinetic models are used to reconstruct
doses to systemic tissues from internal emitters. These

models typically depict explicitly only those tissues that tend
to dominate the systemic behavior of the element over time.
The remaining tissues are aggregated into a pool called
Other tissue in which activity is assumed to be uniformly dis-
tributed. Explicitly identified tissues usually consist of some
subset of liver, kidneys, bone, bone marrow, gonads, thyroid,
spleen, and skin. The brain is included explicitly in systemic
biokinetic models for a few elements but typically is
addressed as an implicit mass fraction of Other tissue.

This paper assesses potential improvements in brain dos-
imetry for internal emitters from explicit modelling of brain
kinetics rather than treating the brain as an implicit mass
fraction of Other tissue. The analysis serves more generally as
a case study of potential errors in radiation dose estimates
resulting from assuming common biokinetics and uniform
activity concentration across a large collection of tissues with
different compositions and physiological functions.
Comparisons are made of dose coefficients for selected
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radionuclides based on alternate versions of the systemic
biokinetic model for each radionuclide, differing only with
respect to explicit versus implicit treatment of brain tissue.

Methods

Biokinetic data for elements are considerably more limited
for brain than for tissues, such as bone, liver, and kidneys,
that are commonly addressed explicitly in the biokinetic
models used in radiation protection and dose reconstruction
for radionuclides. Typically, quantitative data on uptake and
retention of a given element by the brain come primarily
from a small number of studies on laboratory animals. Thus,
the explicit models for brain considered in the present study
generally rely heavily on data for laboratory animals, mixed
with available relevant information for humans such as aut-
opsy measurements indicating the relative contents of an
element in the brain and other tissues. The reader is referred
to an article by Leggett (2001) for a critical examination of
the basis for interspecies extrapolation of biokinetic data, the
sources and extent of uncertainties inherent in such extrapo-
lation, and the animal species that have proven to be the
most reliable laboratory models for human biokinetics of dif-
ferent families of elements.

We selected 10 radionuclides for which informative elem-
ent-specific data are available on relative levels of accumula-
tion by the brain and other systemic repositories. Half of
these radionuclides are included because they are important
internal emitters encountered in the MPS: 210Po (Boice et al.
2006, 2014), 226Ra (Silver et al. 2013; Ellis et al. 2018), 234U
(Boice et al. 2006; Ellis et al. 2018), 239Pu (Gilbert et al. 1993;
Wiggs et al. 1994; Boice et al. 2014), and 241Am (Boice et al.
2006). Four other radionuclides, 54Mn, 134Cs, 203Hg (inhaled as
a vapor), and 210Pb, are included as convenient case studies
for exploring the value of an explicit brain model for estimat-
ing doses to brain because a well-founded brain model
already existed for each of these elements. The remaining
radionuclide, 207Bi, illustrates a situation that may frequently
arise in assessing the usefulness of an explicit brain model,
that is, data on brain kinetics of the element are available but
of questionable relevance for modeling biokinetics in humans.

For each of the 10 radionuclides, we compared alternate
dose coefficients for brain, one based on the ICRP’s latest
systemic model for the element and the other based on a
modification of that model with a different treatment of
brain as described below. Two different variations of the
ICRP model were considered for 210Po. It was assumed that
the radionuclide is injected into blood of a male worker. The
ICRP’s updated dosimetry system for workers (ICRP 2016a)
was applied.

If the ICRP model for the element already contained an
explicit brain pool, a modified version of the ICRP model was
constructed by removing the brain pool so that brain was
included implicitly in Other tissue. The deposition fractions
(fractional outflows from a central blood compartment to
specified destinations) for compartments of Other tissue were
increased proportionally so that the sum of the new depos-
ition fractions for compartments of Other tissue equaled the

sum of all deposition fractions for the brain and Other tissue
in the ICRP model. Suppose, for example, that in the ICRP
model the deposition fraction for the brain is 0.006 and that
Other tissue contains two compartments with deposition frac-
tions 0.1 and 0.2. In the alternate model, the deposition frac-
tions for the two compartments of Other tissue would be
increased to 0.1þ 0.002¼ 0.102 and 0.2þ 0.004¼ 0.204.

If the brain was implicitly contained in Other tissue in the
ICRP model for the element, then a modified version of the
ICRP model was constructed by adding an explicit brain pool
that exchanged activity with blood and assigning transfer
coefficients between brain and blood based on brain-specific
biokinetic data. If needed, the deposition fractions for com-
partments of Other tissue were decreased proportionally so
that the sum of all deposition fractions for Other tissue and
the brain equaled the sum of the deposition fractions for
compartments of Other tissue in the ICRP model. Such an
adjustment was not needed if the blood compartment feed-
ing the added brain compartment(s) was not directly con-
nected to Other tissue.

Results

Polonium

The analysis for 210Po is described in some detail to illustrate
the general approach used here and the considerations that
went into selection of biokinetic data.

The ICRP’s latest model for systemic polonium (Po) is
described in Publication 137 (2017), the third part of a series
of reports that provide models, dose coefficients, and refer-
ence bioassay data for assessment of occupational exposure
to radionuclides (the ‘OIR’ series). A more detailed descrip-
tion of the basis for the model is given in an article by
Leggett and Eckerman (2001). The structure of the model is
shown in Figure 1. Transfer coefficients for a reference

Figure 1. Model structure for systemic Po. The unshaded boxes and associated
arrows represent the ICRP’s latest model (ICRP 2017). The modified version of
the ICRP model considered here adds the brain compartment and associated
arrows. RBC: red blood cells; HRTM: Human Respiratory Tract Model
(ICRP, 2015).
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worker are listed in Table 1. The brain is not depicted expli-
citly in the model and hence is contained implicitly in the
single compartment representing Other tissue.

The ICRP’s model for Po was based to a large extent on
data for human subjects exposed to 210Po, but data for
laboratory animals were used to fill sizable gaps in data for
humans. Data for baboons and dogs were given higher
weight than findings for other studied animals due to the
relatively detailed information available for baboons and
dogs; quantitative similarities in the distribution and reten-
tion of Po in humans, baboons, and dogs; and the general
consideration that primates and dogs have proven to be rea-
sonably good laboratory models for human biokinetics of
many elements (Leggett 2001). For the same reasons, data
for baboons were used here to develop a modified version
of the ICRP’s model for Po that contains an explicit brain
model. The brain was not addressed in the dog studies used
in development of the ICRP’s model for Po.

Autopsy data on the distribution of 210Po in tissues are
available for uranium miners (Blanchard and Moore 1971)
but are not useful for modeling brain kinetics of 210Po
because much of the 210Po in tissues of these subjects prob-
ably arose from radionuclides that sequentially decayed to
210Po in vivo. Polonium-210 was measured at autopsy in an
adult male who died 23 days after being poisoned with
210Po (Nathwani et al. 2016; Harrison et al. 2017). The kidneys
showed the highest activity concentration. The activity con-
centration in brain (5500 Bq g�1) was about 10% of that in
the kidneys, 20% of that in the liver, and 50% of that in the
spleen. The concentration in brain was considerably higher
than in muscle. Data for this subject were not used in the
derivation of a biokinetic model for brain due to the distinct
possibility of a substantially increased level of entry of 210Po

into brain resulting from alpha-particle breakdown of the
blood-brain barrier.

Following intravenous administration of 210Po to baboons,
the activity concentration was substantially lower in the
brain than in other studied tissues over the first week
(Cohen et al. 1989, Fellman et al. 1994). The brain content as
a fraction of total-body content of 210Po increased monoton-
ically over the 3-month study period (Figure 2). The data
indicate that the residence time for Po in the brain was sub-
stantially greater than in other tissues except pelt (Figures 2
and 3).

A variation of the structure of the ICRP’s systemic model
for Po in workers was developed by addition of a single
compartment representing the brain (shaded box in Figure
1). Transfer coefficients describing exchange of Po between
brain and compartments of plasma were set to approximate
the time-dependent retention of 210Po in brain determined
in the study on baboons summarized above (Figure 4, solid
curve). A slow-release blood pool (Plasma 3 in Figure 1) was
selected as the feed to brain because of the low rate of
accumulation of 210Po into brain observed in the baboon
studies. The following transfer coefficients were added to the
set of transfer coefficients listed in Table 1. These transfer

Table 1. Transfer coefficients in the ICRP’s model for systemic polonium.

From To Transfer coefficient (d�1)

Plasma 2 Plasma 1 800
Plasma 2 Kidneys 1 200
Plasma 1 Plasma 3 4
Plasma 1 RBC 6
Plasma 1 Liver 1 17.5
Plasma 1 Liver 2 17.5
Plasma 1 Kidneys 1 5
Plasma 1 Kidneys 2 5
Plasma 1 Skin 5
Plasma 1 Red Marrow 4
Plasma 1 Bone Surface 1.5
Plasma 1 Spleen 2
Plasma 1 Testes 0.1
Plasma 1 Ovaries 0.05
Plasma 1 Other 32.35
Plasma 3 Plasma 1 0.099
RBC Plasma 1 0.099
Liver 1 GI Tract 0.139
Liver 2 Plasma 1 0.099
Kidneys 1 Urinary bladder content 0.173
Kidneys 2 Plasma 1 0.099
Skin Plasma 1 0.00693
Skin Excreta 0.00693
Red Marrow Plasma 1 0.099
Bone Surface Plasma 1 0.0231
Spleen Plasma 1 0.099
Testes or Ovaries Plasma 1 0.0139
Other Plasma 1 0.099

RBC: Red blood cells.

Figure 2. Relative 210Po content in tissues of baboons as a function of time
after intravenous injection (data from Cohen et al. 1989; Fellman et al. 1994).

Figure 3. Retention on Po in baboon tissues as a function of time after intra-
venous injection of 210Po (data of Cohen et al. 1989; Fellman et al. 1994).
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coefficients, which were derived from the fit to brain reten-
tion data for baboons, are referred to in Figure 4 as Brain
Model A:

Plasma 3 to Brain ¼ 0:0135 d�1;
Brain to Plasma 1 ¼ 0:0385 d�1:

A different variation of the ICRP’s Po model was also con-
sidered in view of the total reliance of the parameter values
for the brain compartment on data for a nonhuman species.
The mass of the brain relative to total-body mass appears to
be roughly 70% higher for adult humans than adult
baboons, based on comparison of data of Cohen et al.
(1989) for baboons with data of ICRP Publication 89 (2002)
for reference adult humans. It was considered that extrapola-
tion of brain kinetics of Po from baboons to humans should
perhaps reflect that difference through assignment of a
larger deposition fraction to brain than derived from the
baboon data. An alternate modification of the ICRP model
was performed by assigning a deposition fraction to brain
that is 1.7 times the deposition fraction in Brain Model A.
The removal rate from brain to blood was left at the value
assigned in Brain Model A. This second set of parameter val-
ues for brain is referred to in Figure 4 as Brain Model B:

Plasma 3 to Brain ¼ 0:02295 d�1;
Brain to Plasma 1 ¼ 0:0385 d�1:

Dose coefficients for brain were derived for injection of
210Po into blood of a male worker, using the current ICRP
model for Po and each of the two modifications of the ICRP
model described above, i.e., using Brain Model A or Brain
Model B. The dose coefficient based on the modification of
the ICRP model using Brain Model A is 1.3 times the value
based on the ICRP model. The dose coefficient based on the
modification of the ICRP model using Brain Model B is 2.0
times the value based on the ICRP model.

Bismuth

The ICRP’s current systemic model for bismuth (Bi) is
described in ICRP Publication 137 (2017). The model struc-
ture is shown in Figure 5. Parameter values for an adult

worker are listed in the section on bismuth in Publication
137. In the model, the brain is implicitly contained in Other
tissue, which consists of three compartments representing
fast, medium, and slow phases of removal of Bi to blood.

Autopsy measurements on patients who had received
intramuscular Bi treatments indicate the following central
estimates of the relative Bi concentrations in tissues: kidney,
1.0; liver, 0.2; spleen, 0.048; colon, 0.039; lung, 0.027; brain,
0.018; blood, 0.015 (Sollmann and Seifter 1942; Sollmann
1957; Fowler and Vouk 1986). The patients apparently lived
for extended periods following the end of Bi treatment. The
findings suggest relatively low accumulation of Bi by the
human brain compared with the other studied tissues.

Biokinetic data for Bi in rats indicate a lower rate of
uptake but a longer retention time for Bi in brain than in
other soft tissues. In the first few days after parenteral injec-
tion of Bi compounds into rats, the brain showed consider-
ably lower uptake of Bi than other tissues (Gregus and
Klaassen 1986; Zidenberg-Cherr et al. 1987). Following oral
administration of Bi to rats over a 14-month period, the Bi
concentration in brain was of the same order as that of most
other studied tissues with the main exception of kidneys, the
primary repository for Bi (Lee et al. 1980).

A variation of the structure of the ICRP’s systemic model for
Bi in workers was developed by addition of a compartment
representing the brain that exchanges Bi with blood plasma
(Figure 5). Parameter values for brain were set for reasonable
consistency with the semi-quantitative data on brain kinetics of
Bi in human subjects (the times between Bi treatments and
death were not found in reports of these studies) and the
quantitative data for rats. It was assumed that the brain
receives 0.01% of outflow from plasma and loses Bi to plasma
with a biological half-time of 100 d. The implied transfer coeffi-
cients describing exchange of Bi between plasma and brain are

Plasma to Brain ¼ 0:04 d�1;
Brain to Plasma ¼ 0:00693 d�1:

Figure 5. Model structure for systemic Bi. The unshaded boxes and associated
arrows represent the ICRP’s latest model (ICRP2017). The modified version of
the ICRP model considered here adds the brain compartment and associated
arrows. RBC: red blood cells; GI: gastrointestinal.

Figure 4. Predictions of brain retention of Po based on two variations of the
ICRP’s systemic model with different brain kinetics (Brain Model A and Brain
Model B defined in text).
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The total outflow rate from plasma to all destinations
combined was left unchanged by reducing the transfer coef-
ficients from plasma to each of the compartments of Other
tissue proportionally to their values in the ICRP model.

Alternate dose coefficients for brain were derived for the
case of injection of the long-lived bismuth radioisotope 207Bi
into blood of a male worker, using the current ICRP model
for Po and the modification of the ICRP model described
above. The dose coefficient based on the modified ICRP
model with an explicit brain compartment is 0.57 times the
value based on the ICRP model.

Lead

The ICRP’s current systemic model for lead (Pb) is described
in ICRP Publication 137 (2017). In this model, the brain is
implicitly contained in Other tissue, which consists of three
compartments representing fast, medium, and slow phases
of removal of Pb to blood.

The ICRP’s model for Pb is a modified version of a model
developed by Leggett (1993) for application to Pb as a
chemical hazard as well as a radiation source. The brain was
addressed explicitly in the original model because of the
brain’s sensitivity to Pb as a chemical toxin.

The distribution of Pb in the brain is uneven and varies
with the level of exposure. For low-level exposure, the Pb
concentration in different regions of the human brain
appears to be associated with the potassium concentration,
suggesting accumulation of Pb in cell-rich parts of the brain
such as the hippocampus (Grandjean 1978; Bryce-Smith and
Stephens 1983; Petit et al. 1983). For high exposure, Pb may
gain substantial access to neural tissue following breakdown
of the blood brain barrier (Petit et al. 1983).

Due to limitations in available region-specific biokinetic
data, the brain was represented in the original model
(Leggett 1993) as a single compartment that exchanges Pb
slowly with a compartment representing diffusible Pb in
blood plasma. Parameter values describing the kinetics of Pb
in brain were selected for consistency of model predictions
with short- to intermediate-term data for laboratory animals
including baboons and dogs (Cohen et al. 1970; Lloyd et al.
1975) and autopsy data for Pb in tissues of occupationally or
environmentally exposed persons (Leggett 1993).

A modified version of the ICRP’s model for systemic Pb
was developed by adding a compartment representing brain
and assigning flow rates between plasma and brain consist-
ent with predictions of the more detailed model of Leggett
(1993). That is, the parameter values describing uptake and
outflow of Brain Pb were set for consistency with the brain
retention curve predicted by the original model. The follow-
ing transfer coefficients between plasma and brain were
assigned:

Plasma to Brain ¼ 0:018 d�1;
Brain to Plasma ¼ 0:00095 d�1:

The total outflow rate from plasma to all destinations
combined in the ICRP model was left unchanged by reduc-
ing the transfer coefficients from plasma to each of the

compartments of Other tissue proportionally to their values
in the ICRP model.

Alternate dose coefficients were derived for injection of
210Pb into blood of an adult male worker based on the sys-
temic model for Pb applied in ICRP Publication 137 and the
modified model with an explicitly modeled brain compart-
ment described above. The dose coefficients for 210Pb
included the contribution to dose from its radioactive pro-
geny 210Bi and 210Po produced in the body after intake of
210Pb. Biokinetic models described in ICRP Publication 137
for radioisotopes of Bi and Po produced in systemic compart-
ments by decay of a radioisotope of Pb were used together
with the ICRP’s model for Pb to derive one of the dose coef-
ficients for brain. For calculation of the alternate dose coeffi-
cient based on explicit modeling of brain, the model for Bi
as progeny of Pb applied in Publication 137 was modified by
addition of a brain compartment with parameter values
described above in the discussion of Bi. For 210Po produced
in brain after intake of 210Pb, we applied the model for Po as
Bi progeny applied in Publication 137, modified by addition
of a brain pool as described above for Po. We examined the
sensitivity of the dose coefficient for 210Pb to the alternate
brain kinetics of Po considered earlier by deriving dose coef-
ficients for 210Pb based on each set of parameter values
(Brain Model A and Brain Model B described above).

The dose coefficient based on the modified model with
an explicit brain compartment is 3.0 times the value based
on the ICRP model if Brain Model A is applied to the pro-
geny 210Po, and 3.5 times the value based on the ICRP mod-
els if Brain Model B is applied to 210Po.

Plutonium

The ICRP’s systemic model for plutonium (Pu) is updated in
Part 4 of the series on occupational intake of radionuclides
(to appear). See Leggett et al. (2005) for a description of that
model including a list of transfer coefficients. As in previous
ICRP biokinetic models for systemic Pu, the brain is included
implicitly in Other tissue.

The U.S. Transuranium and Uranium Registries (USTUR)
has studied the distribution of Pu in tissues of former nuclear
workers (Kathren and Tolmachev 2019). The activity of 239Pu
in liver and skeleton has been measured routinely, and activ-
ity in brain has been measured in some subjects. As a central
estimate (mean, median, or geometric mean) for these indi-
viduals, the brain contains �0.2% as much 239Pu as liver and
skeleton combined (Figure 6).

Uptake and retention of Pu by the brain has been meas-
ured in laboratory animals following its parenteral adminis-
tration. In dogs, the ratio of activity in brain to that in the
liver plus skeleton varied from about 0.00004 to 0.0023 at
13–30 d after injection, with a central value of about 0.0013
(mean, 0.0012; median, 0.0014) (Lloyd et al. 1976).

A modified version of the ICRP’s model for systemic Pu
was developed by adding a compartment representing brain
and assigning flow rates between blood and brain consistent
with the relative contents of Pu in brain and in liverþ skele-
ton in Pu workers at late times and dogs at early times after
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exposure. The following transfer coefficients were assigned:

Blood 1 to Brain ¼ 0:0009 d�1;
Brain to Blood 2 ¼ 0:0002 d�1;

where Blood 1 and Blood 2 are blood compartments that
receive absorbed Pu and Pu returning from tissues to blood,
respectively.

Dose coefficients were derived for brain for the case of
injection of 239Pu into blood of a male worker, using the
ICRP’s systemic model for Pu and the modified version of
that model with an explicit brain compartment. The dose
coefficient based on the modified ICRP model with an expli-
cit brain compartment is 0.96 times the value based on the
ICRP model.

Americium

The ICRP’s systemic model for americium (Am) is updated in
Part 4 of the series on occupational intake of radionuclides
(to appear). The updated model is a modified version of the
ICRP’s model for systemic Am for adult members of the pub-
lic adopted in Publication 67 (1993). The main changes from
the earlier model are an added liver compartment and depic-
tion of redeposition onto local cortical bone surface of a
portion of the Am removed from cortical bone surface by
bone restructuring processes. As in previous ICRP models for
systemic Am, the brain is included implicitly in Other tissue in
the updated model.

The USTUR whole-body analyses include a subject who
apparently was exposed to pure 241Am about 25 y before his
death (Breitenstein and Newton 1985; McInroy et al. 1985).
The tissue of his left hand contained about 2% of the total-
body content, suggesting that a puncture wound to his
hand may have been the mode of exposure. The brain
showed the lowest 241Am concentration of all systemic tis-
sues. The concentration in brain was roughly 9% of the aver-
age concentration in soft tissues and 2% of the average
concentration in the total body. The 241Am content in the
brain represented about 0.037% of systemic 241Am. This is
slightly below the lower end of the range of corresponding
values for Pu indicated by USTUR data (Figure 6), assuming

that liverþ skeleton represents at least 90% of systemic Pu
at times remote from exposure.

Filipy and Kathren (1996) compared the concentrations of
239þ 240Pu and 241Am in brain and liver in each of eight
USTUR donors with occupational exposures to these radionu-
clides. Much of the 241Am measured in these subjects may
have arisen from production of 241Am in the body following
intake of its parent 241Pu, which usually is found together
with 239Pu and 240Pu. The concentration ratio 239þ 240Pu:
241Am in liver ranged from 1.7 to 21, with mean and median
values of 10.6 ± 6.4 (SD) and 8.6, respectively. The mean and
median concentration ratios of 239þ 240Pu in liver to that in
brain were 173 ± 180 (SD) and 105, respectively. The mean
and median concentration ratios of 241Am in liver to that in
brain were 94± 104 (SD) and 55, respectively. The results
suggest that the brain accumulates and/or retains Am to a
lesser extent than Pu, particularly taking into account that
the liver typically contains a much smaller portion of sys-
temic Am than Pu at times remote from exposure, either in
Pu workers or in subjects exposed directly to 241Am.

In baboons, the brain contained �0.019% of intravenously
injected 241Am at 1-86 d after intravenous injection, 0.0081%
at 206 d, and 0.0024% at 817 d (Guilmette et al. 1980). In
dogs, the brain contained <0.001% of intravenously adminis-
tered 241Am at 1–22 d and 0.008% at 401–4448 d (Lloyd
et al. 1970).

A modified version of the ICRP’s model for systemic Am
was developed by adding a compartment representing brain
and assigning flow rates between blood and brain consistent
with the relative contents of Am in brain and liver plus skel-
eton in human subjects at late times and in laboratory ani-
mals in the early months after exposure. The following
transfer coefficients were assigned:

Blood to Brain ¼ 0:0024 d�1;
Brain to Blood ¼ 0:000077 d�1:

Alternate dose coefficients were derived for brain for the
case of injection of 214Am into blood of a male worker, using
the ICRP’s systemic model for Am and the modified version
of that model with an explicit brain compartment. The dose
coefficient based on the modified ICRP model with an expli-
cit brain pool is 0.13 times the value based on the
ICRP model.

Cesium

A close physiological relationship of the alkali metals potas-
sium (K), rubidium (Rb), and cesium (Cs) is well established.
These elements compete for transport into and out of cells of
the body with transport rates across cell membranes gener-
ally decreasing in the order K> Rb>Cs (Leggett et al. 2003).

The rate of transfer of K, Rb, or Cs from plasma into a tis-
sue or organ can be estimated as the product of the blood
flow rate to that tissue (plasma volumes per day) and an
element- and tissue-specific extraction fraction, denoted by
ET,X for tissue T and element X, defined as the fraction of
atoms extracted by that tissue in a single passage from arter-
ial to venous plasma. The rate of return from a tissue to

Figure 6. Brain activity of 239Pu relative to activity in liver plus skeleton in
Pu workers.
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plasma can be estimated from the relative contents of the
element in plasma and the tissue at equilibrium as estimated
from reported autopsy measurements for the element.

Experimentally determined tissue-specific extraction frac-
tions typically are in the range 0.6–0.9 for K, 0.4–0.8 for Rb,
and 0.05–0.2 for Cs for most tissues, but much lower extrac-
tion fractions are seen for the brain. Estimated extraction
fractions for the brain are on the order of 0.015 for K, 0.01
for Rb, and 0.002 for Cs. For a reference adult male, the
transfer coefficient describing flow of Cs, for example, from
plasma into brain can be calculated as 0.002� 0.12� 1766
d�1 = 0.424 d�1, where 0.002 is the extraction fraction for
brain for Cs, 0.12 is the reference fraction of cardiac output
received by brain, and 1766 d�1 is the reference cardiac out-
put in terms of the volume of plasma pumped through the
heart each day. The transfer coefficient describing total out-
flow of Cs from brain is estimated as 0.002� 0.424 d�1/
0.01¼ 0.0848 d�1 (corresponding to a half-time of �8 d, a
relatively long half-time for escape of Cs from tissues), where
0.002 and 0.01 are reference fractions of total-body Cs in
plasma and brain, respectively, at equilibrium, as estimated
from reported autopsy measurements of concentrations of
Cs in tissues of the adult human body. Based on these con-
cepts, K, Rb, or Cs is estimated to be taken up much more
slowly by the brain than by other tissues but also to be
retained much longer by the brain than by other tissues.

These concepts were used to develop the ICRP’s updated
model for Cs described in ICRP Publication 137 (2017). The
model was originally constructed around a framework repre-
senting the paths of blood flow in the human body (Leggett
et al. 2003). The original model structure was later replaced
by a more conventional model structure built around a cen-
tral blood pool (Leggett, 2014). The latter structure was used
in ICRP Publication 137.

A modified version of the model for systemic Cs used in
ICRP Publication 137 was developed for this study by elimi-
nating the brain compartment and increasing the deposition
fractions in the compartments of Other tissue so that depos-
ition fractions for all tissues and excretion pathways still add
to 1.0.

Alternate dose coefficients were derived for the case of
injection of 134Cs into blood of a male worker, using the
ICRP’s systemic model for Cs and the modified version of
that model with brain implicitly contained in Other tissue.
The dose coefficient based on the ICRP model with an expli-
cit brain compartment is 1.5 times the value based on the
modified model.

Manganese

Manganese (Mn) is an essential trace element required for
metabolism of amino acids, proteins, carbohydrates, and lip-
ids in mammals. Ingested Mn is absorbed from the gut via
the portal vein and is removed by the liver as required to
achieve homeostasis. Manganese entering blood by other
routes, for example, by absorption from the lungs after inhal-
ation, initially bypasses the control processes in the liver and
ultimately becomes largely bound to transferrin, which may

be transferred to the brain or other tissues by transferrin
receptors. Thus, intake of Mn by routes other than ingestion
affect its biokinetics and homeostatic balance and result in
elevated accumulation in the brain. Excessive inhalation of
Mn can result in adverse health effects including progressive
neurodegenerative damage with an associated motor dys-
function syndrome similar to that seen in Parkinson’s disease.
Most reported cases of Mn intoxication have been linked to
chronic occupational exposure to airborne Mn, particularly
among manganese miners, welders, smelters, and workers in
dry cell battery factories (Leggett 2011)

Isotopic studies on laboratory animals show that absorbed
or intravenously injected manganese leaves blood rapidly
and initially concentrates mainly in organs rich in mitochon-
dria, particularly the liver, pancreas, and kidneys. Over time,
other organs, especially brain and bone, contain increasingly
larger portions of the retained activity. Studies on rats indi-
cate that for most tissues the concentration as a function of
time roughly paralleled whole-body retention, but bone and
brain had slower loss than other tissues (Leggett 2011). The
adult human brain has been estimated to contain about 5%
of the total body content of stable manganese.

The ICRP’s latest biokinetic model for Mn is described
briefly in ICRP Publication 134 (2016b), where the model is
used to describe the behavior of Mn as a progeny of iron
(Fe). A more detailed description including a figure showing
the model structure and a table of transfer coefficients can
be found in an article by Leggett (2011). The model was
developed from data on the time-dependent behavior of Mn
in human subjects and laboratory animals, together with aut-
opsy studies of the distribution of Mn in the human body.
The model contains a compartment explicitly representing
the brain. As depicted in the model, the brain takes up only
0.1% of the outflow of Mn from blood plasma following its
inhalation and absorption to blood, but the retention time is
much longer in the brain than in other soft tissues, resulting
in a gradual increase in the Mn concentration in brain rela-
tive to other soft tissues.

A modified version of the ICRP’s model for systemic Mn
was developed by eliminating the brain compartment and
increasing the deposition fractions in the compartments of
Other tissue so that deposition fractions for all tissues and
excretion pathways still add to 1.

Alternate dose coefficients were derived for the case of
injection of 54Mn into blood of a male worker, using the
ICRP’s systemic model for Mn and the modified version of
that model with brain implicitly contained in Other tissue.
The dose coefficient based on the ICRP model with an expli-
cit brain pool is 1.7 times the value based on the modi-
fied model.

Mercury vapor

Inhaled mercury (Hg) vapor is carried in plasma to tissues
including the brain, where it readily crosses the blood–brain
barrier. After entering brain tissue, Hg vapor is oxidized to
the divalent form of Hg, which is trapped in the brain
because it is difficult for the divalent form to cross the
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blood–brain barrier. Studies on mice, rats, rabbits, and mon-
keys indicate that fractional uptake of mercury by the brain
is an order of magnitude greater after inhalation of Hg vapor
than after intravenous injection of Hg salts (Berlin et al.
1966, 1969).

After acute inhalation of Hg vapor by squirrel monkeys,
rats, mice, rabbits, and guinea pigs, the peak mercury con-
tent in the brain typically was 1–2% of the initial body bur-
den (Figure 7). The pattern of uptake and retention was
broadly consistent across species, despite the large variation
in brain size as a fraction of total body weight in the studied
species. The data for laboratory animals indicate a biological
half-time on the order of 10 d for the preponderance of inor-
ganic Hg deposited in the brain. Estimates of the removal
half-time of Hg from the brain in human subjects exposed to
Hg vapor or divalent Hg are in the range 14–29 d (Hursh
et al. 1976; Newton and Fry 1978).

A long-term component of retention of Hg in the brain is
suggested by some studies on laboratory animals and by
autopsy data for human subjects who were occupationally
exposed to Hg vapor. Studies involving acute exposure to
laboratory animals suggest that long-term retention (weeks)
of Hg in the brain following inhalation of Hg vapor repre-
sents at most 2% of the inhaled amount.

A provisional biokinetic model for systemic Hg applicable
to different forms of inorganic Hg including Hg vapor has
been developed for the ICRP’s OIR series. The model struc-
ture is shown in Figure 8. Parameter values are not yet avail-
able in ICRP reports or in the open literature and hence are
provided here (Table 2).

A modified version of the ICRP’s provisional model for sys-
temic Hg vapor was developed by eliminating the two brain
compartments and increasing the deposition fraction in the
compartment of Other tissue named Other 1, so that depos-
ition fractions for all tissues and excretion pathways still add
to 1.

Alternate dose coefficients were derived for the case of
injection of 203Hg vapor into blood of a male worker, using the
provisional ICRP model for Hg and the modified version of that

model with brain implicitly contained in Other tissue. The dose
coefficient based on the ICRP model with an explicit brain pool
is 1.4 times the value based on the modified model.

Radium

The ICRP’s systemic model for radium was updated in ICRP
Publication 137 (2017). The updated model is a modified ver-
sion of the ICRP’s model for systemic Ra for adult members
of the public adopted in Publication 67 (1993). The main
changes from the earlier model are an added liver

Figure 7. Observations of time-dependent content of Hg in the brain in labora-
tory animals after acute inhalation of Hg vapor. Data from Khayat and Dencker
1983, 1984; Magos 1967; Berlin et al. 1969; Nordberg and Serenius 1969; Hursh
et al. 1976.

Figure 8. Structure of the ICRP’s provisional model for mercury taken into the
body as Hg vapor or divalent Hg.

Table 2. Transfer coefficients in the ICRP’s provisional model for vapor and
divalent forms of inorganic mercury.

Path Transfer coefficient (d�1)

Plasma-0 (Hg vapor) to:
Red blood cells 100
Brain 1 20
Kidneys 120
Liver 50
Other 1 560
SI content 80
Minor excretion pathways 70
Plasma 1 (Diffusible divalent Hg) to:
Red Blood Cells 0.665
Plasma 2 (Nondiffusible divalent Hg) 1.996
Brain 1 0.0333
Kidneys 5.823
Liver 3.322
Other 1 2.296
Small intestine content 1.664
Minor excretion pathways 0.832
Red Blood Cells to Plasma 1 0.231
Plasma 2 to Plasma 1 0.693
Brain 1 to Plasma 1 0.0329
Brain 1 to Brain 2 0.00173
Brain 2 to Plasma 1 0.000380
Kidneys to Urinary bladder content 0.0198
Liver to Small intestine content 0.0347
Liver to Plasma 1 0.0347
Other 1 to Plasma 1 0.0260
Other 1 to Other 2 0.00866
Other 2 to Plasma 1 0.00693
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compartment and compartments explicitly representing the
kidneys. As in previous ICRP models for systemic Ra, the
brain is included implicitly in Other tissue.

Schlenker et al. (1982) reviewed autopsy data on the
226Ra content of soft tissues in 17 subjects who received
226Ra by injection or ingestion at times from 5 d to 53 y
before death. Schlenker and coworkers normalized 226Ra con-
centrations to total body activity. That is, 226Ra concentra-
tions in tissues were tabulated as specific activity in
individual tissues divided by total body activity. Data for
brain were given for four times or time periods post injec-
tion: 230–1800 d; 4200 d; 17,000 d; and 17,700 d.
Comparison of the normalized activity in brain to corre-
sponding values for other sampled tissues contained in Other
tissue in the ICRP’s model for Ra suggest that the normalized
concentrations in brain may be about 1.5–3.0 times higher
than the median normalized concentration in Other tissue,
depending on the time after intake and the method of deriv-
ing the median concentration in Other tissue from the
uneven data set. The median value was used here as the
measure of central tendency in view of the wide scatter in
normalized concentrations for soft tissues.

Following intravenous administration of 224Ra chloride to
dogs, the activity in brain expressed as a percentage of total
activity in soft-tissues excluding liver and kidneys (i.e. in
Other tissue in the ICRP’s model for systemic Ra) increased
continually with time over the 7-d observation period: 0.07%
at 1 h, 0.13% at 8 h, 0.28% at 1 d, 0.61% at 3 d, and 1.43% at
7 d.

A modified version of the ICRP’s model for systemic Ra
was developed by adding a compartment representing brain
and assigning transfer rates between plasma and the brain
compartment that yield model predictions reasonably con-
sistent with the data for human subjects at times remote
from exposure and the data for dogs at early times after
injection. The following transfer coefficients between blood
and brain were assigned:

Blood to Brain ¼ 0:0035 d�1;
Brain to Blood ¼ 0:00038 d�1:

The transfer coefficient from brain to blood is the value
applied to the slow turnover compartment of Other tissue in
the ICRP model. The total outflow rate from plasma to all
destinations combined was left unchanged by reducing the
transfer coefficient from the slow turnover compartment of
Other tissue by the transfer coefficient from blood to brain.

Alternate dose coefficients were derived for brain for the
case of injection of 226Ra into blood of a male worker, using
the ICRP’s systemic model for Ra and the modified version of
that model with an explicit brain compartment. For simpli-
city, attention was restricted to dose from the parent radio-
nuclide 226Ra only, which contributes more than 90% of the
dose to brain in the ICRP’s model. The dose coefficient based
on the modified ICRP model with an added explicit brain
pool is 1.9 times the value based on the ICRP’s unmodi-
fied model.

Uranium

The ICRP’s systemic model for uranium is described in ICRP
Publication 137 (2017). The model structure is shown in
Figure 9. In this model, the brain is included implicitly in
Other tissue.

The tissue distribution of uranium was determined in
three USTUR donors (Registrants) thought to have only envir-
onmental exposure to U (Kathren and Tolmachev 2015) and
in two Registrants with occupational exposure to U (Russell
and Kathren 2004; Avtandilashvili et al. 2015). The U content
of brain as a percentage of systemic U was 0.4–1.0% in the
environmentally exposed subjects and 0.4-1.2% in the occu-
pationally exposed subject. The average for the five subjects
was 0.7%.

Six months after surgical implant of depleted uranium
pellets into rats, an unexpectedly high, dose-dependent
accumulation of U was observed in the rat brain (Pellmar
et al. 1999). Uranium was found to be heterogeneously dis-
tributed in the brain.

Rats exposed repeatedly over 3 weeks to depleted uranium
dioxide via inhalation showed U concentrations in brain sub-
stantially higher than control animals. The concentration in dif-
ferent regions of the brain at 1 d after the end of exposure
decreased in the order: olfactory bulb> hippocampus> frontal
cortex> cerebellum (Monleau et al. 2005). The U concentration
in all four regions decreased to control values over the next
few days.

At 5 y after inhalation of uranium oxide by dogs, the aver-
age concentration of uranium in bone was about 2200 times
that in brain (Tikhaya et al. 1965). The average concentra-
tions in liver, kidneys, and spleen were, respectively, 73, 45,
and 35 times that in brain.

A modified version of the ICRP’s model for systemic U
was developed by adding two compartments representing
brain (Figure 9) and assigning transfer coefficients between
plasma and these compartments that yield model predictions

Figure 9. Model structure for systemic U. The unshaded boxes and associated
arrows represent the ICRP’s latest model (ICRP2017). The modified version of
the ICRP model considered here adds two brain compartments and associated
arrows. RBC: red blood cells; Exch: exchangeable; Nonexch: nonexchangeable;
GI: gastrointestinal.
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reasonably consistent with the data for human subjects and
laboratory animals. The following transfer coefficients
between plasma and brain compartments were assigned:

Plasma to Brain 1 ¼ 0:0326 d�1;
Plasma to Brain 2 ¼ 0:00147 d�1;
Brain 1 to Plasma ¼ 0:0347 d�1;

Brain 2 to Plasma ¼ 0:000019 d�1:

The outflow rates from Brain 1 and Brain 2 to plasma
were assumed to be the same as the outflow rates from the
medium and slow exchange compartments of Other tissue in
the ICRP’s systemic model for U. The total outflow rate from
plasma to all destinations combined was left unchanged by
reducing the transfer coefficients from plasma to the
medium and slow exchange compartments of Other tissue
proportionally to their values in the ICRP model.

Alternate dose coefficients were derived for brain for the
case of injection of 234U into blood of a male worker, using
the ICRP’s systemic model for U and the modified version of
that model with explicit brain compartments. The dose coef-
ficient based on the modified ICRP model with an explicit
brain pool is 0.81 times the value based on the ICRP model.

Summary and conclusions

Typically, an element-specific systemic biokinetic model used
in dose reconstruction for a radionuclide depicts explicitly
only the dominant repositories of the element. Remaining
tissues are aggregated into a pool called Other tissue in
which the element is assumed to be uniformly distributed.

In the systemic biokinetic models currently used in dose
reconstructions, the brain usually is addressed as an implicit
mass fraction of Other tissue rather than an explicitly
depicted repository. Due to increasing interest in potential
adverse effects of radiation on the brain, efforts are under-
way within the Million Person Study to improve brain dosim-
etry for both internal and external radiation sources (Boice
et al. 2006, 2014; Ellis et al. 2018). As part of this effort, we
are assessing potential improvements in brain dosimetry for
internal emitters resulting from explicit modelling of brain
kinetics rather than treating the brain as an implicit mass
fraction of Other tissue. This paper summarizes results of 10
case studies in which we compared dose coefficients for the
brain based on two versions of the ICRP’s latest model for
the radionuclide of interest. If the ICRP model contained an
explicit brain pool, we built an alternate version of the
model depicting brain as a mass fraction of Other tissue. If
the ICRP model included brain in Other tissue, we built an
alternate version of the model that included an explicit brain
pool with kinetics based on best available brain-specific data.

The results of the study are summarized in Table 3. The
values in the right column of Table 3 are ratios A:B, where A
is the dose coefficient based on the version of the model
with an explicit brain pool, and B is the dose coefficient
based on the version of the model in which the brain is
implicitly contained in Other tissue. It is assumed in each
case that the radionuclide is injected into blood of an adult
male worker.

Based on reviews of biokinetic data for brain for the pre-
sent case studies and for additional elements not addressed
here, it appears that the brain typically has a lower rate of
uptake per gram of tissue but a longer residence time than
do most other studied soft tissues. Thus, an initially low
uptake of a radionuclide by brain should not be interpreted
as indicating that the dose to brain is smaller than that of
most other tissues.

For the 10 radionuclides addressed in this study, the ratio
A:B defined above ranged from 0.13 to 3.3 and were in the
range 1.4–3.3 in six of the 10 case studies. This indicates that
a dose estimate for brain based on a biokinetic model with
brain implicitly contained in Other tissue may substantially
underestimate or substantially overestimate a dose estimate
that reflects best available brain-specific biokinetic data.

Regarding those radionuclides addressed here that are
frequently encountered in the MPS, the results of this study
indicate that addition of an explicit brain model in the cur-
rent systemic models for U and Pu does not appear to be
needed for epidemiological purposes because this would
result in little change in dose estimates for brain for import-
ant isotopes of these elements. Addition of an explicit brain
model to current systemic models for Po, Ra, and Am does
appear to be warranted at least for epidemiological purposes
because best available data suggest that the current models
may substantially over- or underestimate the dose to brain
from important isotopes of these elements.

In interpreting the results of the study as summarized in
Table 3, it should be kept in mind that the 10 elements were
not selected entirely at random. Four of the elements (Mn,
Cs, Hg, and Pb) were chosen for convenience, in that the lat-
est ICRP models for these elements (or a more detailed, pub-
lished version of the latest ICRP model, in the case of Pb)
already included an explicit brain pool. This helped to min-
imize biokinetic modeling efforts in the study. Of the four
elements with existing brain models, three (Mn, Hg as vapor,
and Pb) are known to have relatively high uptake by the
brain. Thus, regarding the ratio A:B of dose coefficients for
brain based on biokinetic models with or without explicit
brain pools, the overall results of this study are biased on
the high side.

Table 3. Summary of ratios of injection dose coefficients for brain in a refer-
ence male worker, based on systemic biokinetic models with or without an
explicitly modeled brain.

Radionuclide
Ratio of dose coefficients for

brain Explicit Brain : Implicit Brain

Americium-241 0.13
Bismuth-207 0.57
Uranium-234 0.81
Plutonium-239 0.96
Mercury-203 (vapor) 1.4
Cesium-134 1.5
Manganese-54 1.7
Polonium-210 1.7a

Radium-226 1.9b

Lead-210 3.3c

aAverage ratio. Alternate explicit brain models were addressed (see text).
bBased on dose from 226Ra only; contribution from progeny not considered.
cAverage ratio. Alternate explicit brain models were addressed for 210Po pro-
duced in the body after intake of 210Pb (see text).
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For a given radionuclide, the potential for improvement
of dose estimates for brain through explicit depiction of the
brain in the systemic model depends on the quantity and
quality of available element-specific biokinetic data for brain
and the associated uncertainties in a predictive brain model
based on those data. Ideally, only data for human subjects
would be used in the development of a biokinetic model for
humans. In practice, it is often necessary to supplement data
for human subjects with findings for laboratory animals and
in some cases to rely solely on animal data. The reader is
referred to an article by Leggett (2001) for a critical examin-
ation of the basis for interspecies extrapolation of biokinetic
data, the sources and extent of uncertainties inherent in
such extrapolation, and the preferred animal species to use
as laboratory models for different families of elements.

The preponderance of published data on accumulation of
elements in the brain come from studies on laboratory ani-
mals. Best available data for the human brain generally come
from autopsy studies of occupationally or environmentally
exposed subjects. Such autopsy data were found for seven
of the elements addressed here: Cs, Mn, Pb, Ra, U, Pu, Am.
The brain models applied here to these elements were
required to be consistent with the element-specific brain
contents (as a percentage of the systemic content) deter-
mined in the autopsy studies. The brain model for Cs is a
well-supported model based on data on the blood perfusion
rate in the human brain and measurements of the fraction of
blood-borne Cs extracted by the brain during passage of
blood through the brain, in addition to autopsy measure-
ments of environmental 137Cs in human tissues including
brain. For Mn, Pb, Ra, U, Pu, and Am, data for laboratory ani-
mals were used to model the rate of accumulation in the
brain starting at the beginning of exposure. For radioiso-
topes of these six elements addressed here (54Mn, 210Pb,
226Ra, 234U, 239Pu, and 241Am), analyses were performed to
determine the sensitivity of the dose coefficients for brain,
based on explicitly depicted brain models, to uncertainties in
the interspecies extrapolation of the data. It was found that
the dose estimates for brain were largely determined by the
requirement that predictions of the brain model be consist-
ent with the results of the autopsy data. Stated differently,
the dose coefficients for brain for 54Mn, 210Pb, 226Ra, 234U,
239Pu, and 241Am based on explicit brain models were found
to be only moderately sensitive to uncertainties (within rea-
sonable uncertainty bounds) in the use of animal data to
predict brain kinetics of the element at early times after
intake. For example, if the rate of uptake of 239Pu by the
brain was varied within a factor of 2 of the value indicated
by data for dogs and the biological half-time in the brain
was covaried so that model predictions remained consistent
with USTUR autopsy data, the derived committed dose to
the human brain varied within 20% of the value based on
the explicit brain model applied here to 239Pu.

The most problematic data set underlying any of the
brain models applied in this analysis is the collection of infor-
mation for bismuth, consisting of data for rats and autopsy
data for patients who had received Bi treatments. The value
of the autopsy data is limited by a lack of information on

the time frame between Bi intake and death, the state of
health of the subjects, and the possibility of a mass effect on
the biokinetics of Bi due to the relatively high masses of
administered Bi. The rat is not the preferred laboratory
model for human biokinetics of elements and may be a par-
ticularly poor model for human brain kinetics in view of a
variety of differences between rats and humans including
brain size compared with total body size.

The behavior of inhaled Hg vapor has been studied exten-
sively in laboratory animals, and some data are available
from controlled studies on human subjects. The collective
data provided a relatively strong foundation for development
of the model for Hg vapor applied in this paper.

The construction of the brain model for Po differed from
those of the other elements addressed here in that data for
humans were not used. This was due to the difficulty in
interpreting available autopsy data for 210Po as the subjects
were also exposed not only to 210Po but also to radionu-
clides that sequentially decayed to 210Po in vivo (Blanchard
and Moore 1971) and concern that accumulation of 210Po in
brain of a subject who died from 210Po poisoning did not
reflect typical brain kinetics of Po (Harrison et al. 2017). Data
on 210Po kinetics in baboons were judged to be the most
relevant data for modeling brain kinetics of Po in humans.
Alternate methods of extrapolation of Po uptake data by
brain were considered. It was assumed that the residence
time of Po in the brain is the same in baboons and humans,
which is another source of uncertainty in the application of
baboon data to humans. The baboon data seem more likely
to underestimate than overestimate the residence time of Po
in the brain in humans in view of a moderately shorter resi-
dence time of Po in baboons (Leggett and Eckerman 2001).
In any case, the present analysis for 210Po suggests that
inclusion of brain in Other tissue is likely to result in an
underestimate of the dose to the brain from internally
deposited 210Po.
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